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March 31, 2017 6 min read opinions of entrepreneurs contributors are their own. Joining a book club and reading frequently can have a big impact on your success as an entrepreneur. Online book clubs help you cope with the stress of daily life and can polish certain skills you need to succeed. Entrepreneurs usually consider reading as a
hobby, so they tend to put it on the back burner and forget it altogether. However, reading itself can help improve communication skills, reduce stress, improve mental agility, and improve focus and concentration. Most entrepreneurs read books about their industry, but it is important to read widely. Novels, poems, short stories and
biographies stimulate your brain so you can easily understand different opinions and perspectives. Online book clubs promote reading through social interaction with people on the same wavelength. Book clubs connect you with peers who have the same interests. You can build a network of valuable contacts while learning more as a
group. Online book clubs allow users to interact with like-minded people through chat and messaging apps like Slack. This is my list of top online book clubs for entrepreneurial inspiration. Related: 10 Ways to Online Book Club helps you succeed in BusinessRead With EntrepreneursRead with Entrepreneurs is a brilliant book club for
young and experienced business people and women. Book selection and discussion topics revolve around the creation of a successful business with limited resources, as well as other setbacks that entrepreneurs often face. Books are recommended and discussed monthly through an online community, and it encourages all participants
to give their individual and guidance on how to build and operate a successful startup in a variety of industries. Read With CynthiaRead with Cynthia offers a great break from modern business models and effective strategies that entrepreneurs can use to grow quickly. The titles described help you get off to a successful start and
understand the various elements that can affect your business. Group discussions about an online community will help you explore ideologies that can help you: Create successful SEO and digital marketing campaignsFind creative ideas for contentFind how to approach other entrepreneurs professionallyFind your business tripFind more
information about yourself and your industryRead with marketersThere are not many marketing-oriented book clubs, so Read with Marketers offers a Option for entrepreneurs who want to polish their marketing skills. This popular marketing onlie book club also offers discussions about Slack so that members can interact with mediators
and other members on their own terms. Read with Marketers offers independent book recommendations based on new new a splash. By reading and discussing titles like Growth Hacker Marketing Revised and Expanded and Everybody Writes, this book club can help you gather tips and ideas for your next marketing campaign. Getting It
Girl Book Club Becoming a successful woman in male-dominated industries is a big challenge, so it's not common to find like-minded female entrepreneurs. The Get It Girl Book Club offers a refreshing option for businesswomen who want to connect with other female entrepreneurs. Your discussions are conducted through an online
community and encourage women to share tips:How to increase productivityFinding inspirationOvercommon common pitfalls faced by female entrepreneursDealing with the financial aspect of your businessThe ins and outs of entrepreneurshipThe ins and outs of entrepreneurshipThe creation of effective communication
channelsIncreasing SalesRead With MurrayRead With Murray, dedicated to everything and everything entrepreneurial. From inspiring stories to biographies, educational texts, and other nonfiction, it includes a number of titles that help you grow personally and professionally. The aim is to create meaningful connections and have
thoughtful discussions that will inspire entrepreneurs around the world. Related: 'Media Diet', Mark Zuckerberg announces Virtual Book ClubMotivation Book ClubMany entrepreneurs are without inspiration. The Motivation Book Club can help young and experienced entrepreneurs find motivation by reading and discussing professional and
personal development titles. The Motivation Book Club can participate through an online community and conduct book discussions. Productivity Book ClubEntrepreneurs and small business owners often need help finding and managing capital. The Productivity Book Club helps you identify opportunities. Discussing with other business
people will help you figure out the best options for you. The Productivity Book Club offers the perfect set of no-fluff books to help you increase productivity and encourage you to change your habits and cultivate your personal and professional skills. Reading With LeadersLeadership roles are among the most coveted in any company and
are not easy to fulfill. Reading With executives, executives can help as much as possible, and those who want to fill leadership positions can cope with the pressures that come with higher leadership positions. Read with Leaders also explains tips on how to start a business and make the leap to success. Read with Leaders is a great club
for start-ups and small businesses, but has also proven to be a useful asset for experienced managers and executives The discussion groups are made up of executives who share their thoughts on how to inspire their teams, reduce costs, and generate more revenue. Related: 5 Ways I Used a Reverse Book Club to Write a Bestselling
Personal Branding Book ClubBranding is one of the biggest aspects of modern marketing campaigns, and the Branding Book Club can help you achieve this ultimate goal. The prerequisites for personal branding are easy to understand, but most companies struggle to create an image and become a household name. The titles read in the
Personal Branding Book Club can help you establish a strong initial connection with your audience, teach you how to maintain the relationship, and allow you to create a name for yourself and your business. Money Book ClubAll companies, regardless of the industry, are concerned about revenue increases and money-making. The titles
discussed in the Money Book Club help motivate entrepreneurs who lack inspiration and offer ideas on how to properly assess and understand your market. In addition, the Money Book Club helps you discover your true passion and enable you to discuss books with other entrepreneurs that can give you the motivation and drive to get
started. Finally... Joining a book club will not only help you polish your reading skills and train your brain, but can also help you succeed as a professional. These 10 book clubs will help you bring out your creative side and inspire you when you least expect it. Get heaping discounts on books you love delivered directly to your inbox. We
show a different book every week and share exclusive offers that you won't find anywhere else. Expand your business knowledge and reach your full entrepreneurial potential with the exclusive benefits of Entrepreneur Insider. For just USD 5 per month, you will have access to premium content, webinars, an ad-free experience and more!
You can also take advantage of a KOSTENLOSen 1-year subscription to Entrepreneur Magazine. Do you pay too much for company insurance? Do you have critical gaps in your coverage? Trust entrepreneurs to help you find out. Imagine being in the office with one minute and 15 seconds a day. Then imagine pushing one of your
colleagues and punching another in the face. What would your boss say? What would management do? I would probably be fired if not arrested. But I work for a magazine, not a basketball team. The first rule of the NBA is that you don't talk about the NBA. In 2004, Indiana striker Ron Artest jumped into the stands and attacked a
spectator who he thought was throwing a drink at him. Last season, Bruce Bowen of San Antonio shot Seattle's Ray Allen in the back. On Saturday, Denver forward Carmelo pushed Anthony Tonate Robinson and beat Mardy Collins During a tense game with the New York Knicks. For history buffs, this may seem like a return to the '77-'78
season, when Kareem Abdul-Jabbar punched Milwaukee's Kent Benson in the face and a few months later Los Angeles striker Kermit Washington dealt Rudy Tomjanovich a near-fatal blow. For a purist, this must seem embarrassing for basketball. It's not boxing. It's not wrestling. It's not even hockey. And there is no place Violence on a
basketball court. For a businessman, however, this must seem absurd. At some level, NBA teams are companies like everyone else. At some level, they are simply trying to make a profit. (The Boston Celtics used to be a publicly traded company.) And at some level, the players are employees, the management is responsible, and
everyone has to start behaving as if they were part of a professional organization. The only one who seems to understand this is NBA Commissioner, David Stern, who imposed suspensions on seven players and fined each team a fine of 500,000 dollars. But even his sentences seem mild compared to what would have happened if the
incident had occurred in a different environment. The longest ban was 15 games and no fines were levied on the coaches. (The dispute was sparked by a hard foul that may have been ordered by New York coach Isiah Thomas.) Violence in the workplace is not tolerated, so why is it tolerated on a basketball court? Book clubs don't run
themselves! Successful groups choose good books, have interesting discussions and cultivate community. If you're setting up a book club yourself, you might need some ideas to create a fun group that people keep coming back to. Glow Decor / Getty Images Choosing a book can be difficult. There are countless great stories to discover,
and having members with different tastes can make it even harder to choose a book. One way is to create a theme for your club. If you have more focus, limit the books you can choose from. Will your group focus on biographies, mystery thrillers, science fiction, graphic novels, literary classics or any other genre? If you find that restricting
your club to a genre is too stifled, you can change the genre from month to month or from year to year. In this way, your club can still be open to a mix of genres while choosing books so much easier for you. Another method is to select 3 to 5 books and put them to the vote. In this way, everyone will have a say in what they will read. Jules
Frazier Photography / Getty Images It may be a good idea to decide what kind of book club you want to develop in terms of the social level. In other words, will meetings be a place to talk about topics other than the book itself? Or will your book club be more focused? If they know what to expect, it will attract members who enjoy this
atmosphere and come back. It won't be fun for anyone, to find a conversation in order to find yourself in an academically stimulating environment, or vice versa. EmirMemedovski / Getty Images It is important to consider how often your book club meets and for how long. When deciding when you want to meet, make sure that members
have enough time to read the part of the book that is being discussed. Depending on whether a chapter, section, or the entire book is discussed, the weekly, monthly or every 6 weeks. When it comes to finding a time that works for everyone, it's easier to plan if there aren't too many people. With 6 to 15 people are usually a good size for
book clubs. How long the meeting should last is an hour's starting point. If the conversation exceeds an hour, great! But make sure you limit the session to a maximum of two hours. After two hours, people get tired or bored, which is not the note you want to finish. Aaron MCcoy / Getty Images Preparing for a book club meeting, here are
some questions you should consider: Who will host? Who should bring refreshments? Who will lead the discussion? By taking these questions into account, you can keep the stress away from each member. EmirMemedovski / Getty Images Here are some tips for getting started with the conversation. The discussion leader could ask the
group one question at a time. Or have a handout with up to five questions that everyone will keep an eye on throughout the discussion. Alternatively, the discussion leader could write down another question on multiple cards and give each member a card. This member will be the first to address this issue before opening up the discussion
to everyone else. Make sure that a person does not dominate the conversation. When this happens, phrases like Let's hear from some others or help with a time limit. YinYang / Getty Images If you are a member of a book club, share your ideas. You can also read stories from other book clubs. Book clubs are about community, so
sharing and receiving ideas and recommendations is a great way to make your group thrive. Thrive.
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